AMENDMENTS
TO BE MOVED
IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE HOUSE

Clause 1

LORD STEVENSON OF BALMACARA
BARONESS HAYTER OF KENTISH TOWN

Page 1, line 5, at end insert—
“( ) Section (Right to protection of personal data) makes provision for a general right to the protection of personal data.”

After Clause 2

LORD STEVENSON OF BALMACARA
BARONESS HAYTER OF KENTISH TOWN

Insert the following new Clause—
“Right to protection of personal data
(1) A person (“P”) has the right to protection of personal data concerning him or her.
(2) Personal data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent of P or some other legitimate basis.
(3) P has the right to—
(a) access personal data which has been collected concerning him or her, and
(b) have personal data rectified if P believes it to be inaccurate.
(4) The Information Commissioner shall be responsible for ensuring compliance with the rights contained within this section.
(5) So far as it is possible to do so, primary legislation and subordinate legislation must be read and given effect in a way which is compatible with those rights.”
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